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INTRODUCTION  

China’s e-commerce market is growing, and provides a prime opportunity for both domestic and 
international cosmetics companies. From 2010 to 2012, China’s e-commerce market has increased from 
USD 75.4 billion to about USD 213 billion, which implies an annualized growth rate of over 40%, doubling 
that of traditional business. The number of Chinese e-commerce customers has also increased from 145 
million in 2011 to 216 million in 2013, showing large room for e-commerce market growth.  

Future predictions of the e-commerce market foresee optimistic; growth of about 40% per year is expected 
through 2015. Due to potential market saturation after 2015, a slightly slowed growth of at least 15% to 
20% per year is thus expected from then to 2020.  As a result, the growth of the e-commerce market will 
lead to changes of the Chinese consuming way. 

CHINA’S E-COMMERCE MARKET   

The e-commerce market is currently divided into two general sections: 

 Customer to customer (“C2C”), a business system which is under which customers purchase 
goods or services from individuals, rather than from businesses. Examples of this system in the U.S. 
market are EBay and Craigslist; 

 Business to customer (“B2C”), a more traditional business model which sells goods or services to 
individuals.  

C2C has historically made up the lion’s share of the e-commerce market, while B2C has had a more limited 
role. However, the market share of B2C rapidly increased over the past year, with a 55% growth from Q1, 
2012 to Q2, 2013.  

Traditional Commerce Market VS E-Commerce Market 

The e-commerce market holds several advantages over the traditional commerce market. While not all of 
the advantages of e-commerce are disadvantages of the traditional market, some advantages are mutually 
exclusive. For example, scale of distribution is an advantage to e-commerce which the traditional market 
cannot match. Costs for each system are clearly exclusive: the e-commerce market eliminates store 
upkeep costs, while the traditional market lacks costs of maintaining a distribution system. 

There are various concerns for a company considering entering the Chinese e-commerce market: 

 E-commerce in China is currently dominated by websites that act as compilations of many stores, 
somewhat like an online mall. Each company would have to decide whether making their own 
website, using the online mall, or some combination of the two would be most effective; 

 Quality control would be another concern, as it would be important to ensure no counterfeit products 
replaced the genuine article. Developing or finding a good, reliable distribution system for products 
to the individual customers would be important; 

 Maintaining the company image would be a vital concern; Chinese customers typically respect each 
other’s opinions on various topics over advertising, which is seen as too similar to propaganda; and 

 Any regulations and procedures from the Chinese government would be concerns over registration 
and government engagement.  
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Advantages and disadvantages of the E-Commerce Market 

Category Advantages Disadvantages 

Distribution E-commerce distribution is far reaching, 

and has a large customer base 

There can be problems with 

products reaching individual clients 

Variety Larger variety of products due to 

expanded customer base 

Increases likelihood of products not 

being successful 

Cost Less need to pay for employees, 

property, utility, due to lack of physical 

store 

Added cost due to establishment of 

distribution system 

International Trade Potential to distribute out of region; 

product display can be non-region 

specific 

Potential need to develop logistics 

to ship products out of country of 

production 

Customer Interaction Personalized sites for customers is 

possible, based on past purchases 

Lessened human interaction; less 

subtle prompts to purchase 

products 

Competition Potential promotion based on size of 

origin company 

Higher density of competitors; 

infamous price wars decrease 

product price 

 

Cosmetics E-Commerce Market 

The Chinese cosmetics e-commerce market is growing quickly. In 2010, cosmetics in Chinese e-commerce 
represented a USD 3.7 billion sub-market. This grew in 2011 and it reached the market sales of USD 6.2 
billion. In 2012, it continued growth to about USD 9.5 billion. Optimistic predictions on the annual growth of 
the Chinese cosmetics e-commerce market through the end of 2015 is about 116%. Factors contributing to 
this growth include the upwards mobility of the Chinese population, as well as increased production of 
goods targeting the middle class.  

For cosmetics companies, there are two major options for online sales of products: 

 A company specific website is advanced in the focus and display of the brand. Some cosmetics 
companies from around the world, including Shiseido, Lancôme, and Estee Lauder, have achieved 
success in the market by establishing their own websites. 

 An online store in the distribution chain. For example, T-mall1, one of China’s biggest consumer 
websites, representing 1,200 cosmetics companies in the Chinese e-commerce market, and it has 
millions of users. 
 

CASE STUDY: “SINGLE’S DAY” SHOPPING SPLURGE 

November 11th is known as the “Single’s Day” in China. It was first transformed into a commercial event by 
Tmall in 2009 in the name of celebrating being single. For that year, the total online sales generated USD 
eight million for Alibaba (Tmall’s parent company), and that number has grown exponentially since then. In 
2013, sales occurring through Alipay (Alibaba’s payment service) for Alibaba websites: Tmall and Taobao, 

                                                
1
T-mall is a website for B2C merchants of products. Originally a part of Taobao, it was spun off in 2011 to meet competitive 

demands. As such, the website currently acts as an independent subsidiary of Alibaba group 
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exceeded USD 5.75 billion. This dollar amount is more than double the combined online sales of Black 
Friday and Cyber Monday in the U.S. from all sources. And this huge amount leaves unaccounted payment 
from other online services, not to mention Alibaba’s competitors like Jing Dong (360 Buy), Dang Dang, 
Amazon China, 51 Buy and others in the market.  

This means Singles Day is the single largest e-commerce event of the year worldwide so far: and it is an 
event based wholly off Chinese consumption. It is a shining example area in which online stores have an 
advantage in using Chinese popular culture to generate sales. The event is so large that the Chinese 
government has actually thanked Jack Ma, founder of Alibaba, for promoting the growth of Chinese 
consumption.  

Singles day is most impressive because it represents a trend; Chinese e-commerce will soon (and clearly in 
some ways already has) catch up to and surpass the U.S. e-commerce market in size. There is clear 
potential for fast growth in Chinese e-commerce, especially based off the growth pattern for Singles Day 
shopping (this year’s sales on Alibaba is almost double that of last years, and is about 700 times the sales 
of 2009). Factoring this with the increasing percentage of the Chinese population using the internet and 
shopping online, it becomes clear that the Chinese market will surge ahead of all others internationally. 

One major advantage that the online stores have is the lack of traffic limitation. Alibaba’s sites recorded 402 
million unique visitors, which is clearly over the capacity for any physical store to cater to. Another 
advantage is that online stores are typically more able to absorb temporary loss because most online 
stores are backed directly by the full parent company, while most traditional stores are franchisees, and 
thus are less able to absorb losses. This allows online stores to temporarily trade off profit margin for 
market share, which is vital and beneficial to the company as a whole. Yet another advantage of online 
stores is that the e-commerce market drives the transformation of many Chinese holidays into shopping 
events. Singles day is a good example of this. E-commerce is in many ways able to do this due to how 
pervasive it is in Chinese culture: all of Alibaba’s China focused websites are in the top 30 of Chinese 
visited websites. 

The growth trends of Chinese e-commerce and the markets clever exploitation of popular culture for 
commercial ends suggests changes for consumption means in China is coming. For the cosmetics industry, 
this implies a paradigm shift. Traditionally, cosmetics would be marketed in large traditional stores/malls 
(like Macys in the US, or Super Brand Mall in Shanghai) and customers would happen upon them while 
passing through the store. While this model is still fairly successful in China, there are an ever increasing 
number of people who choose to shop online, especially among the younger, internet savvy generation. 
This younger generation does not currently have as much purchasing power as the older generation, as 
they are typically in or recent graduates from school, but this presents a future shift, as when this 
generation matures, the amount spent on online purchases will drastically increase. 

 

CHALLENGES AND FUTURE OF THE E-COMMERCE MARKET 

The factors that currently hinder the e-commerce market in China are common to the market’s starting 
phase. These various factors include a lack of trust, counterfeited items, and poor delivery service, and are 
seen by some companies as barriers to entry. As such, some e-commerce companies have started to take 
measures to improve their services for e-commerce. Major e-commerce company such as Alibaba has 
initiated efforts to resolve certain market problems, by pledging billions of dollars to improve the distribution 
infrastructure, and secure customer information by developing its own online payment service, Alipay. 

Considering the projected growth of the sector and the resolution of some issues plaguing the market, there 
is a strong opportunity for foreign brands to take advantage of the growth in e-commerce. The market 
would provide an opportunity to expand business into areas which would not typically be covered by brick 
and mortar stores, and large companies can avoid some problems that face smaller players in the e-
commerce market. 
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ABOUT APCO WORLDWIDE 
APCO Worldwide is an award-winning, independently owned global communication, stakeholder 
engagement and business strategy firm with offices in major cities throughout the Americas, Europe, the 
Middle East, Africa and Asia. We have been serving clients’ interests in China since 1989. Today, our China 
team includes more than 100 professionals from a diverse range of backgrounds, including business, 
government, journalism, academic and civil society. We are based in Beijing, Shanghai and Hong Kong. 

 

For questions or comments on this memo, or to discuss how APCO can help apply these best practices, please 
contact Li Weizhen WLi@apcoworldwide.com  
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